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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet Pocket Madrid is your

passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden

discoveries await you. View the marvellous frescoes at Plaza Mayor, see Picasso's Guernica at the

Reina Sofia, or have a picnic in Parque del Buen Retiro; all with your trusted travel companion. Get

to the heart of the best of Madrid and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet Pocket Madrid: 

Full-colour maps and images throughout Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your

personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time and money and get around like a local,

avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone

numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping,

sight-seeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Free, convenient

pull-out Madrid map (included in print version), plus over 19 colour neighbourhood maps

User-friendly layout with helpful icons, and organised by neighbourhood to help you pick the best

spots to spend your time Covers Salamanca, Plaza Mayor, Royal Madrid, El Retiro, La Latina,

Lavapies, Malasana, Chueca, Sol, Santa Ana, Huertas, and more The Perfect Choice: Lonely

Planet Pocket Madrid a colourful, easy-to-use, and handy guide that literally fits in your pocket,

provides on-the-go assistance for those seeking only the can't-miss experiences to maximise a

quick trip experience.  Looking for a comprehensive guide that recommends both popular and

offbeat experiences, and extensively covers all of Madrid's neighbourhoods? Check out our Lonely

Planet Madrid guide. Looking for more extensive coverage? Check out our Lonely Planet Spain

guide for a comprehensive look at all the country has to offer, or Lonely Planet Discover Spain, a

photo-rich guide to the country's most popular attractions. Authors: Written and researched by

Lonely Planet. About Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading

travel media company with guidebooks to every destination, an award-winning website, mobile and

digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community. Lonely Planet covers must-see spots

but also enables curious travellers to get off beaten paths to understand more of the culture of the

places in which they find themselves.
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Concise and reliable. We had a week in Madrid and passed through most of the areas mentioned.

The book touches on the major tourist spots (which I preferred to avoid) but also a few other nice

things that are just a touch away from the madding crowd. (Recognizing that the entire central part

of Madrid is a tourist zone, you can't really avoid it.) While it's truly pocket size was convenient, at

times I wished for a longer, full-size guide that would provide more historical and cultural context for

what I was seeing .... hope Lonely Planet will put something out before long.

We spent 5 days in Madrid, and this got us to everything we should have seen. You can carry it in

your back pocket. Only one correctiion, Estado Puro, which was mentioned several times for tapas,

etc has changed entirely. Now only liquor and a very abbreviated menu that wasn't very good. I

guess its prime location right across from the Prado was too expensive for a tapas bar.

If you want a short travel guide for your Kindle, this is barely acceptable. I bought it because the

publisher's description said "Full-colour maps and images throughout

I have used Lonely Plant Guides for years and have always found them to be very helpful. This

Guide provides very useful information in the text but the maps are not coordinated. On the inside

cover is a map showing the approximate locations of the neighborhoods but the streets are not

labeled and no landmarks are shown, so you can't tell where they are. The big pull-out map in back

shows all the streets and major landmarks, but not the neighborhoods or the other places found in

the text. The small maps in each chapter are more specific, but without some other reference to

their locations on a larger scale, you can't tell where they are. I ended up buying a map of the city to

supplement the information in the text.



Excellent guide, maps are especially appreciated. Excellent quality print and paper. Very precise

guide with all necessary information listed , easy to understand and to follow , easy to carry around

in a small purse. We went everywhere with this pocket book

Very helpful guide! the attached map is much better than what you get in the hotel or any tourist

information place. I wish it was a bit bigger as I always needed my reading glass.

The pocket book was very useful. It fit in my purse and had all the small maps I needed. Lonely

planet,as always ,saves the day!
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